DELAY IMPACT ANALYSIS METHOD FOR LOST PRODUCTIVITY IN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
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ABSTRACT: Schedule delays commonly appear in construction projects and result in delay claim progressively. Several studies have proposed various schedule delay analysis methodologies. By using the as-planned and as-built schedules, most previous studies focus on the impact calculation of identified delay events on project duration. They consider the schedule variances between the as-planned and as-built schedules, but ignore to connect delay evidence to as-built schedule. Lost productivity, one essential delay cause, is usually experienced by a contractor while accomplishing its works less than planned rate of production. In a construction project, a contractor usually suffers certain damages by lost productivity caused by the owner or the third party, but the schedule impacts from the damages are not easily evaluated. How to calculate the schedule impacts by lost productivity plays a key role for solving a delay claim with lost productivity. This study tries to propose a delay analysis method for considering the schedule impact of lost productivity. With a simplified case study, the proposed method can be used as a tool to calculate the schedule impacts of schedule delays with lost productivity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lost productivity or loss of productivity, one essential delay cause, is usually experienced by a contractor while accomplishing its works less than planned rate of production. In a construction project, a contractor usually suffers certain damages by lost productivity caused by the owner, or the third party. In the viewpoint of a contractor, lost productivity, resulting from some actions with the owner or the third party’s responsibility, may not be easily detected. How to calculate the schedule impact by lost productivity plays a key role for solving a delay claim with lost productivity.

In the construction industry, many schedule delay analysis methods have been developed [1]. By using the as-planned and as-built schedules, most previous studies focus on the impact calculation of identified delay events on project duration. They consider the schedule variances between the as-planned and as-built schedules, but ignore to connect delay evidence to as-built schedule. Namely, available delay analysis methods mainly perform delay analysis depending on surface data (as-planned and as-built schedules) rather than root delay causes. In solving the problem of schedule delay with lost productivity, there is a need to integrate lost productivity calculation and schedule delay impact calculation.

2. EXISTING METHODS
Many delay analysis methods are available. The most common methods include the as-planned expanded technique, collapsed but-for technique and windows delay analysis method [1]. These methods mainly calculate the schedule variances between the as-planned and as-built schedules to identify the schedule impact of delayed activity on project duration.

To help schedule analysts solving the problem of lost productivity calculation, the AACE International organizes the best practices, the Recommended Practice No. 25R-03, of estimating lost labor productivity in construction claims
This report provides comprehensive information on lost productivity calculation, excepting the issue of schedule impact analysis of lost productivity. Lee et al. [3] has proposed a method consisting of converting the lost productivity into the delay duration and analyzing its impacts on the construction schedule delay. Notably, the approach proposed by Lee et al. focuses on the calculation of lost productivity rather than developing a delay analysis method with the ability of solving delay problem caused by lost productivity.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
Integrating the as-planned expanded technique [4] and the method proposed by Lee et al. [3], this study proposes an innovative delay analysis method considering lost productivity. Main analysis steps are described as follows.

- Step 1: to collect the as-planned schedule, as-build schedule and construction daily reports.
- Step 2: to clarify whether the delayed activity has the impact of lost productivity.
- Step 3: to collect productivity-related information, including resource usage, finished item with quantity, and minutes.
- Step 4: to identify delayed schedule caused by lost productivity.
- Step 5: to calculate regular and impacted productivities.
- Step 6: to calculate impacted as-planned schedule.
- Step 7: to calculate the variance between the impacted as-planned schedule and the as-built schedule.
- Step 8: to summarize all schedule variances.

4. TEST
For examining the capability of proposed method, this study performs all the steps depicted previously by a real case. The test case is a road construction project which encounters a land acquisition problem. Owing to the land acquisition activity is behind its planned schedule, it results in delaying following activities, for example, drainage pipeline installation. The productivity data for different drainage pipeline activities are collected and analyzed. Compared to the as-planned schedule, the proposed method identifies that the impacted activity has 14.5 day lost productivity delay within a 15-day delay for a drainage pipeline installation activity. That is the proposed method can detect and calculate the schedule impacts of delay event with lost productivity.

5. CONCLUSIONS
How to calculate the schedule impacts by lost productivity plays a key role for solving a delay claim with lost productivity. Based on the as-planned expanded method and productivity calculation, this study tries to propose an innovative delay analysis method for considering the schedule impact of lost productivity. With a simplified case study, the proposed method can be used as a tool to calculate the schedule impacts while lost productivity problem occurs. This study has completed preliminary test, further study will be conducted to develop a comprehensive delay analysis method for solving the lost productivity problems a contractor might encounter.
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